
1 Team, ready for next adventures !

15 millions of ways 
 to install a belay, put cams and nuts, 
climb safe and efficient. Learn from profes-
sionnal and passionated guys and practice!

16 Christmas (like after)
 The feeling we had after having received 
our new gear, thanks to Moutain Hard-
wear, Black Diamond and Aku.

13 minutes
 far from my Grand-Ma, I feel almost 
at home. But in the same time we are just like 
in an other planet, totally immersed in our 
adventure... 
 

12 Hours
 A typical day-long for a day in Glan-
dasse. Started to walk just outside the tent,  
climbed in an amaizing decor, came back tired 
and happy.

11th  pitch
 My favourite one in the Le Prince 
Ringuier route.

10 different nationalities
 Hearing a continuous mix of english, 
french, italian, spanish and german, we hope to  
extend our own langage with touch of tcheque, 
slovene and polish as well!

9  so beautiful pitches...
 ... for a pure long route : La Paroi 
Rouge gave us a climbing that will stay in our 
mind for a long time.

8  degrees
 A perfect alcohol level to relax after 
a long climbing day, savouring Clairette de 
Die.

7  days
 to know each other.

6  o’clock
 Time to wake up! The motivation 
was so strong that we forgot the few hours 
spent sleeping...

5  fantastic mountain guides
       (+1 «mountain guide-photographer»)
How lucky we are to can learn from them, 
share climbing with them and feel their amai-
zing experiences, just here, close to us.

4  liters of water...
 ... that is what I had to drink after the 
dinner cooked by our italian staff : pasta, of 
course! Salty pasta!

3  impressive places
 discovered : Les 3 Becs, Archiane and 
Glandasse, we were among great historical 
climbing places of Vercors. 

2  days
 to open la voie des Parisiens in 
1961, unbelievable accessible route in the 
inhospitable «La Pelle» face...

14  discussions 
 in the same time... who is going where, 
to climb which route with which team... 
Endless passionate discussions about climbing, 
mountain activities... That’s good to feel us 
filled by the same passion.

17  seconds
 The time needed to understand we 
would have great time together...
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